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Abstract. We consider the problem of estimating rare event probabilities, focusing on systems whose evolution5

is governed by differential equations with uncertain input parameters. If the system dynamics is

expensive to compute, standard sampling algorithms such as the Monte Carlo method may require

infeasible running times to accurately evaluate these probabilities. We propose an importance sam-

pling scheme (which we call “BIMC”) that relies on solving an auxiliary, “fictitious” Bayesian inverse

problem. The solution of the inverse problem yields a posterior PDF, a local Gaussian approxima-10

tion to which serves as the importance sampling density. We apply BIMC to several problems and

demonstrate that it can lead to computational savings of several orders of magnitude over the Monte

Carlo method. We delineate conditions under which BIMC is optimal, as well as conditions when it

can fail to yield an effective IS density.
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1. Introduction. We consider the following goal-oriented uncertainty quantification (UQ)
problem. Let f(x) : Rm

! R be a smooth nonlinear operator, and p(x) a given probability
density function (PDF) for x. Given a target interval Y ⇢ R, our goal is to compute µ =20

P(f(x) 2 Y). Equivalently, µ is the expectation under p(x) of the indicator function 1Y(f(x)).
1 We focus on the case when µ⌧ 1, i.e., the event f(x) 2 Y is rare.

In our context, f(x) is a map from some random finite dimensional parameter space
to a quantity-of-interest (QoI). Such parameter-to-QoI maps are often a composition of the
solution of a differential equation for a state variable, and an operator that extracts the QoI25

from the state. The parameters x represent uncertain parameters in the physical model. This
uncertainty can arise from a variety of sources, such as lack of knowledge, measurement errors,
or noise. Here, we assume that the uncertainty is described by a known PDF, p(x). A Monte
Carlo (MC) method can be used to compute µ by sampling x from p(x) and then checking
whether f(x) 2 Y. But such an approach can be prohibitively expensive if the operator f is30

expensive to evaluate, especially when µ⌧ 1.
Summary of the methodology. We propose a variance reduction scheme based on impor-

tance sampling (IS). In IS, samples are drawn from a new distribution, say q(x), in order to
increase the occurrences of the rare event. We construct our IS density as follows. We begin
by setting up an auxiliary inverse problem. First we select a y 2 Y, and then we find x such35

that f(x) ⇡ y. This is an ill-posed or inverse problem since given a scalar y we want to
reconstruct the vector x. A simple counting argument shows that this is impossible unless we
use some kind of regularization. To address this ill-posedness we adopt a Bayesian perspective,
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that is, the solution of the inverse problem is not a specific point estimate x but a “posterior
distribution”, p(x|y), a PDF on the parameters x conditioned on y. We will use a Gaussian40

approximation of this posterior around the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) point as the im-
portance sampling distribution. The mean of the approximating Gaussian is the MAP point
itself, and its covariance is the inverse of the Gauss-Newton Hessian, H�1

GN, of � log(p(x|y)) at
the MAP point.

Contributions. In summary, our contributions are the following.45

• We introduce the concept of solving inverse problems for forward uncertainty quan-
tification.

• To our knowledge, this is the first algorithm that exploits derivatives of the forward
operator f to arrive at an IS density for simulating rare events.

• We offer a thorough theoretical analysis of the affine-Gaussian inverse problem. This50

analysis establishes conditions for optimality of our algorithm, as well as guides the
tuning of various algorithmic “knobs”.

• We apply our methodology to several real and synthetic problems and demonstrate
orders-of-magnitude speedup over a vanilla MC implementation.

Limitations.55

• The success of our algorithms depends strongly upon the quality (both in terms of
accuracy and speed) of the inverse problem solution. When the operator f involves
differential equations, efficiently solving the inverse problem requires adjoint operators
and perhaps sophisticated PDE-constrained optimization solvers and preconditioners.

• Our methodology has several failure mechanisms. These are described in detail in60

Section 4. In light of these failure mechanisms, the question of a priori assessing the
applicability of BIMC to a given problem (i.e., a given combination of f(x), p(x), and
Y) has also been left unexplored.

Related work. The literature on goal-oriented techniques, importance sampling, rare-event
probability estimation, and Bayesian inference is quite extensive. Here, we review work that65

is most relevant.
Goal-oriented methods. The idea of goal-oriented techniques for UQ isn’t new (see [16, 17,

28]). However, most of these works focus on dimensionality reduction, and not rare events.
Also pertinent is the measure-theoretic approach to inverse problems [5, 7].

Rare-event probability estimation. A large body of work on rare events has been motivated70

by the problem of assessing the reliability of systems. In such problems, the task is to compute
the probability of failure of a system, which occurs when f(x) < 0 (or in our framework, when
Y = (�1, 0)).

Analytical approaches to approximate this failure probability include the First and Second
Order Reliability Methods (see [23] for a review). These methods are based on approximating f75

with a truncated Taylor series expansion around a “design” point. A drawback of these methods
is that they have no means of estimating the error in the computed failure probability. We
would like to note that the concept of “design” points here is similar to the MAP point in our
algorithm, but they are not exactly identical. The design point, say x⇤, is always constrained
to satisfy f(x⇤) = 0. That is, it lies at the edge of the pre-image f�1(Y). The MAP point, on80

the other hand, is expected to lie in the interior of the region f�1(Y). Moreover, the fact that
xMAP lies in the interior of f�1(Y) is accounted for, and in fact, exploited, when we choose
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tunable parameters of our algorithm.
Statistical approaches to evaluate the failure probability have received considerable at-

tention (see [26] for a review). As opposed to analytical methods, these methods have well-85

understood convergence properties, and they come with a natural error estimate. In this
context, a simple Monte Carlo method is usually inefficient, and some form of variance re-
duction is usually required. Several importance sampling methods have been proposed to this
effect. We refer the reader to [20] for a general introduction to importance sampling. Several
IS algorithms ([27, 6, 19, 3]) reuse the concept of design points by placing normal distributions90

centered there. In [6, 27], the covariance of the IS distribution is either set equal to that of
p(x), or evaluated heuristically, for example, from samples. In our method, approximating the
posterior via a Gaussian yields a natural covariance for the IS density.

Within reliability analysis, another class of algorithms uses surrogate models to reduce
the computational effort required to build an IS density [21, 22, 15]. A different approach95

involves simulating a sequence of relatively higher frequency events to arrive at the rare event
probability. This idea is used in the Cross Entropy algorithm [8] to arrive at an optimal IS
distribution within a parametric family. It has also been coupled with Markov Chain Monte
Carlo methods for high-dimensional reliability problems [2, 14, 4].

A common feature of all these algorithms is that they only use pointwise evaluations of100

the forward model f (or its low-fidelity surrogates) to arrive at the IS distribution. Hence,
these methods are “non-intrusive”. On the other hand, the manner in which we construct our
IS density naturally endows it with information from derivatives of f . To our knowledge, the
only other algorithms that utilize derivative information to construct IS densities are IMIS and
LIMIS [24, 9]. However, these aren’t tailored for rare-event simulation. Directly substituting105

the zero-variance (zero-error) IS density (see Subsection 2.2) for the target distribution in these
algorithms wouldn’t work, since the zero-variance density is non-differentiable, owing to the
presence of the characteristic function.

PDE-constrained optimization and Bayesian inverse problems. In BIMC, we rely on adjoints
to compute gradients and Hessians of � log p(x|y). We refer to [10] for an introduction to the110

method of adjoints. Computing the MAP point is a PDE-constrained optimization problem
which can require sophisticated algorithms [1]. Scalable algorithms for characterizing the
Hessian of � log(p(x|y)) are described in [12]. Because we construct our IS density through
the solution of an inverse problem, our approach can be easily built on top of existing scalable
frameworks for solving Bayesian inverse problems, such as [29].115

Outline of the paper. The rest of this paper is organized as follows - Table 1 introduces the
notation adopted in this paper. Section 2 provides introductions to the Monte Carlo method,
importance sampling, as well as Bayesian inference. In Section 3, we describe our algorithm.
including analysis that governs the choice of tunable parameters that arise in the algorithm.
Section 4 contains numerical experiments and their results, as well as a description of the120

failure mechanisms of our method. Finally, we summarize our conclusions in Section 5.

2. Background.

2.1. The Monte Carlo Method. One way to compute the rare-event probability, µ, is
using the Monte Carlo method. The forward operator is applied on N independent, identically
distributed (i.i.d.) samples from p(x), {xi}

N
i=1. Then, an unbiased estimate of µ is:125
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Symbol Meaning

f The input-output, or the forward, map

x Vector of input parameters to f
p(x) Input probability density for x
Y Target interval for f(x)
P(f(x) 2 Y) Probability of the event f(x) 2 Y
µ P (f(x) 2 Y)
N (x0,⌃0) Normal distribution with mean x0 and covariance ⌃0

N Number of Monte Carlo (MC) or Importance Sampling (IS) samples

µ̂N
MC estimate for µ computed using N samples

µ̃N
IS estimate for µ computed using N samples

êRMS Root Mean Square (RMS) error in µ̂N

ẽRMS RMS error in µ̃N

p(y|x) The likelihood density

p(x|y) The posterior density

xMAP The Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) point of p(x|y)
HGN The Gauss-Newton Hessian of � log p(x|y)
DKL(p||q) The Kullback-Leibler divergence between densities p and q

Table 1: Summary of key notation used in this paper.

µ̂N =

PN
i=1 1Y(f (xi))

N
.(1)

The law of large numbers guarantees that in the limit N !1, µ̂ converges to µ [25]. The
relative Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) in µ̂ is:

êRMS =
1

µ

r
Ep

⇣
(µ̂N � µ)2

⌘
=

1

µ

vuutVp

⇣
1Y(f(x))

⌘

N
=

s
�2
p

µ2N
.130

Since 1Y(f(x)) is a binary random variable, its variance is �2
p = µ(1 � µ). This implies

that the relative RMSE is approximately
p
1/µN when µ⌧ 1. In order to achieve a specified

relative accuracy threshold, the number of samples must then scale as N ⇠ 1/µ. This is
problematic since it can render evaluating extremely rare probabilities virtually impossible if135

f(x) is expensive to evaluate. The evaluation of rare probabilities can be made tractable by
reducing the variance of the MC estimate. In BIMC, we aim to achieve variance reduction
through importance sampling, which is briefly introduced in the next section.

2.2. Importance Sampling. Importance sampling biases samples towards regions which
trigger the rare event (or in our context, where f(x) 2 Y) with the help of a new probability140

density q. The contribution from each sample, however, must be weighed to account for the
fact that one is no longer sampling from the original distribution p. Thus,
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µ =

Z

Rm
1Y (f(x)) p(x)dx =

Z

Rm
1Y (f(x))

p(x)

q(x)
q(x)dx = Eq

✓
1Y (f(x))

p(x)

q(x)

◆
.(2)

Then, q is called the importance distribution and p(x)/q(x) is the likelihood ratio. The145

importance sampling estimate for µ is:

µ̃N =
1

N

NX

i=1

1Y
�
f(xi)

�
p(xi)

q(xi)
, xi ⇠ q(x).(3)

The relative RMSE in estimating µ using importance sampling is:

ẽRMS =
1

µ

q
Eq

�
(µ̃N � µ)2

�
=

s
�2
q

µ2N
, where,

�2
q = Vq

✓
1Y

�
f(x)

�p(x)
q(x)

◆
.

(4)150

If �2
q is smaller than �2

p, the importance sampling estimate of µ is more accurate than the
one obtained using simple MC. The main challenge in importance sampling is selecting an
importance density q such that �q < �p. The IS density that minimizes �q is known to be
q⇤ = 1Y(f(x))p(x)/µ (see [13]). That is, the optimal density for importance sampling is just155

p(x) truncated over regions where f(x) 2 Y, and then appropriately renormalized. However,
q⇤ cannot be sampled from, since the renormalization constant µ is exactly the probability we
set out to compute in the first place. Nevertheless, it defines characteristics desirable of a good
importance density - it must have most of its mass concentrated over regions where f(x) 2 Y
and resemble p(x) in those regions.160

So the first step in constructing an effective IS density is identifying regions where f(x) 2 Y.
As mentioned in Section 1, this is done by solving a Bayesian inverse problem. Before describing
the BIMC methodology in detail, we first provide a brief introduction to Bayesian inference in
a generalized setting.

2.3. Bayesian inference. In a general setting where inference must be performed, the165

problem is slightly different. Here the goal is to infer input parameters x from a (possibly
noisy) real-world observation of the output, say y. In the Bayesian approach, this problem is
solved in the statistical sense. The solution of a Bayesian inference problem is a probability
density over the space of parameters that takes into account any prior knowledge about the
parameters as well as uncertainties in measurement and/or modeling. This probability density,170

known as the posterior, expresses how likely it is for a particular estimate to be the true
parameter corresponding to the observation.

In addition to the observation y, assume the following quantities have been specified - i) a
suitable probability density p(x) that captures prior knowledge about the parameters x, and
ii) the conditional probability density of observing the data y given the parameters x, p(y|x).175

Then, from Bayes’ theorem, the posterior is given by:
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p(x|y) / p(y|x)p(x).(5)

The posterior can also be interpreted to be updated beliefs once the data and errors
have been assimilated. We would like to emphasize here that in an actual inverse problem,180

the observation y, as well as the likelihood density p(y|x) are physically meaningful. The
former corresponds to real-world measurements of the output of the forward model. The
latter describes a model for errors arising out due to modeling inadequacy or measurement.

The posterior by itself is of little use. Often, the task is to evaluate integrals involving the
posterior. This might be the case, for example, when trying to characterize uncertainty in the185

inferred parameters by evaluating moments (mean, covariance) of the posterior. Analytical
evaluation of these integrals is often out of the question and a sample based estimate must be
used. Except in certain cases, the posterior is an arbitrary PDF in Rm and generating samples
from it requires sophisticated methods such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo. For easy sample
generation, the posterior can be locally approximated by a Gaussian around its mode (also190

known as the Maximum A Posteriori point). By linearizing f around the MAP point, it can
be shown that the mean of the approximating Gaussian is the MAP point, and its covariance
is the inverse of the Gauss-Newton Hessian matrix of � log p(x|y) at the MAP point [12].

As a concrete example, consider the case when the likelihood density represents Gaussian
additive error of magnitude �, p(y|x) = N (f(x),�2). Then, p(x|y) / exp

⇣
�

(y�f(x))2

2�2

⌘
p(x),195

and we have (up to an additive constant),

� log p(x|y) =
1

2�2
(y � f(x))2 � log p(x),(6)

and, xMAP can be found as:

xMAP = argmin
x2Rm

1

2�2
(y � f(x))2 � log p(x).(7)200

Then, the Gauss-Newton Hessian matrix of � log(p(x|y)) can be written as

HGN = �r2
x log p(x|y)

=
1

�2
(rxf)(rxf)

T
�r

2
x log p(x).

(8)

Note that, the Gauss-Newton Hessian has the attractive property of being positive-definite.205

These expressions show that xMAP can be interpreted as that point in parameter space that
minimizes mismatch with the observation but is also highly likely under the prior. So sampling
from a Gaussian approximation of the posterior can be thought of as drawing samples in the
vicinity of a point that is consistent with the data as well as the prior. In addition, the
covariance or spread of the samples is informed by the derivatives of the forward model.210

While constructing the IS density in BIMC, this feature of the Gaussian approximation of the
posterior in a general, real-world setting will be used in conjunction with the knowledge of
the shape of the ideal IS density. This completes the presentation of the necessary theoretical
background and we are ready to describe the BIMC methodology.
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3. Methodology. Recall that the forward UQ problem is to compute P (f(x) 2 Y) when215

x ⇠ p(x). In BIMC, we use the ingredients of the forward UQ problem to construct a fictitious
Bayesian inverse problem as follows. We

1. select some y 2 Y as a surrogate for real-world observation,
2. use p(x) as the prior, and,
3. concoct a likelihood density p(x|y).220

This enables us to define a pseudo-posterior p(x|y), and subsequently, a Gaussian approx-
imation to it. We call this inverse problem fictitious because both the observation y and the
likelihood density p(x|y) are arbitrarily chosen by us. Neither is y a real-world measurement of
a physical quantity, nor does p(x|y) correspond to an actual error model. From here on, we will
refer to these artificial quantities as the pseudo-data and the pseudo-likelihood respectively.225

We propose using the Gaussian approximation to the posterior as an IS density. As outlined
in the previous section, in the real-world setting, the mean of the Gaussian approximation of
the posterior (the MAP point) is that point in parameter space that is consistent with the
data as well as the prior. So by solving the fictitious Bayesian inverse problem defined earlier,
we expect the mean of the IS density to be a point that is consistent with some y 2 Y as230

well as the nominal PDF p(x). This ensures the IS density is centered around regions where
f(x) 2 Y. Further, the covariance matrix of the Gaussian approximation, and hence the IS
density, contains first-order derivative information. This approach is illustrated in Figure 1.

Since a Gaussian likelihood model has been assumed, the pseudo-posterior is proportional
to exp

⇣
�(y � f(x))2/2�2

⌘
p(x). Thus, an alternative interpretation of the pseudo-posterior in235

this case is as a “mollified” approximation of the ideal IS density, 1Y (f(x)) p(x), where the mol-
lification has been achieved by smudging the sharply defined characteristic function 1Y(f(x))

into a Gaussian, exp
⇣
�(y � f(x))2/2�2

⌘
The advantage of doing this lies in the fact that the

mollified ideal IS density has well-defined derivatives and can be explored via derivative-aware
methods, unlike the true ideal IS density, which isn’t differentiable. Algorithms like IMIS [24],240

and LIMIS [9] can now be employed for rare-event probability estimation by plugging in the
pseudo-posterior as the target.

Irrespective of the interpretation, this methodology introduces two tunable parameters—
the pseudo-data y 2 Y and variance of the pseudo-likelihood density, �2. These parameters
can have a profound effect on the accuracy of the importance sampler and must be tuned with245

care. The tuning strategy depends on the nature of f(x) as well as p(x). Next, we discuss
possible cases as well as the corresponding tuning strategy.

3.1. Affine f , Gaussian p. Although for a affine f(x) and Gaussian p(x), the probability
µ = P(f(x) 2 Y) may be analytically computed, the availability of analytical expressions for
xMAP and HGN in this case illustrates how our importance sampler achieves variance reduction.250

Let f(x) = vTx + �, p(x) = N (x0,⌃0) for some v, x0 2 Rm, � 2 R and ⌃0 2 Rm⇥m. Then,
µ is given analytically as

µ = �

✓
ymax � ⌫

�

◆
� �

✓
ymin � ⌫

�

◆
,(9)

where ⌫ = vTx0 + �, �2 = vT
⌃0v, and � is the standard Normal CDF.255
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x1

x2

Y

f �1(Y)

p(x)

f (x)

p(f (x))

f (x)
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p(f (x))

y

x1

x2

f �1(Y)

p(x)

f �1(y)

f (x)
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(b)

f (x)

p(f (x))

y

x1

x2

p(x)

p(y |x)

f (x)
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(c)

f (x)

p(f (x))

y

x1

x2

p(x)

xMAP

f (x)
<latexit sha1_base64="ZekhVOTK08Z0gcoCmBP5WML/ofE=">AAACEHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBItQN2WmCLosuHFZwT7ADiWTybSheQxJRi1Df8K9W/0Fd+LWP/AP/Awz7Sy09UDI4Zx7ufeeMGFUG8/7ckpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BWz3sapkqTDpYMqn6IdKEUUE6hhpG+okiiIeM9MLJVe737onSVIpbM01IwNFI0JhiZKw0dKtxfRBKFukpt1/2ODsbujWv4c0BV4lfkBoo0B6634NI4pQTYTBDWt/5XmKCDClDMSOzyiDVJEF4gkbkzlKBONFBNl99Bk+tEsFYKvuEgXP1d0eGuM53s5UcmbFe9nLxXw/zUNHR2CzNN/FlkFGRpIYIvBgfpwwaCfN0YEQVwYZNLUFYUXsBxGOkEDY2w4qNxl8OYpV0mw3fa/g357VWswipDI7BCagDH1yAFrgGbdABGDyAZ/ACXp0n5815dz4WpSWn6DkCf+B8/gCOvp1K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZekhVOTK08Z0gcoCmBP5WML/ofE=">AAACEHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBItQN2WmCLosuHFZwT7ADiWTybSheQxJRi1Df8K9W/0Fd+LWP/AP/Awz7Sy09UDI4Zx7ufeeMGFUG8/7ckpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BWz3sapkqTDpYMqn6IdKEUUE6hhpG+okiiIeM9MLJVe737onSVIpbM01IwNFI0JhiZKw0dKtxfRBKFukpt1/2ODsbujWv4c0BV4lfkBoo0B6634NI4pQTYTBDWt/5XmKCDClDMSOzyiDVJEF4gkbkzlKBONFBNl99Bk+tEsFYKvuEgXP1d0eGuM53s5UcmbFe9nLxXw/zUNHR2CzNN/FlkFGRpIYIvBgfpwwaCfN0YEQVwYZNLUFYUXsBxGOkEDY2w4qNxl8OYpV0mw3fa/g357VWswipDI7BCagDH1yAFrgGbdABGDyAZ/ACXp0n5815dz4WpSWn6DkCf+B8/gCOvp1K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZekhVOTK08Z0gcoCmBP5WML/ofE=">AAACEHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBItQN2WmCLosuHFZwT7ADiWTybSheQxJRi1Df8K9W/0Fd+LWP/AP/Awz7Sy09UDI4Zx7ufeeMGFUG8/7ckpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BWz3sapkqTDpYMqn6IdKEUUE6hhpG+okiiIeM9MLJVe737onSVIpbM01IwNFI0JhiZKw0dKtxfRBKFukpt1/2ODsbujWv4c0BV4lfkBoo0B6634NI4pQTYTBDWt/5XmKCDClDMSOzyiDVJEF4gkbkzlKBONFBNl99Bk+tEsFYKvuEgXP1d0eGuM53s5UcmbFe9nLxXw/zUNHR2CzNN/FlkFGRpIYIvBgfpwwaCfN0YEQVwYZNLUFYUXsBxGOkEDY2w4qNxl8OYpV0mw3fa/g357VWswipDI7BCagDH1yAFrgGbdABGDyAZ/ACXp0n5815dz4WpSWn6DkCf+B8/gCOvp1K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZekhVOTK08Z0gcoCmBP5WML/ofE=">AAACEHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBItQN2WmCLosuHFZwT7ADiWTybSheQxJRi1Df8K9W/0Fd+LWP/AP/Awz7Sy09UDI4Zx7ufeeMGFUG8/7ckpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BWz3sapkqTDpYMqn6IdKEUUE6hhpG+okiiIeM9MLJVe737onSVIpbM01IwNFI0JhiZKw0dKtxfRBKFukpt1/2ODsbujWv4c0BV4lfkBoo0B6634NI4pQTYTBDWt/5XmKCDClDMSOzyiDVJEF4gkbkzlKBONFBNl99Bk+tEsFYKvuEgXP1d0eGuM53s5UcmbFe9nLxXw/zUNHR2CzNN/FlkFGRpIYIvBgfpwwaCfN0YEQVwYZNLUFYUXsBxGOkEDY2w4qNxl8OYpV0mw3fa/g357VWswipDI7BCagDH1yAFrgGbdABGDyAZ/ACXp0n5815dz4WpSWn6DkCf+B8/gCOvp1K</latexit>

(d)

Figure 1: Summary of the BIMC methodology. In (a), the problem statement is summarized - we
need to compute the probability of the pre-image of the target interval, f�1(Y). In (b), we introduce
the pseudo-data point y 2 Y and redefine p(x) to be the pseudo-prior in a fictitious Bayesian inverse
problem. The true inverse of the pseudo-data point y is a straight line in R2. Next, in (c), we select
a pseudo-likelihood density, p(y|x). The pseudo-likelihood density can also be viewed as a mollified
approximation of the characteristic function. Part (d) shows the contours of the posterior, p(x|y),
which is proportional to p(y|x)p(x). We use a Gaussian approximation to this posterior as an IS
density.

Now, suppose the pseudo-data is some y 2 Y and the variance of the pseudo-likelihood is
some �2

2 R. Then the pseudo-posterior p(x|y) is also a Gaussian and no approximations are
necessary. Hence, the IS density is given by q(x) = N (xMAP,H

�1
GN), where,

xMAP = x0 +
y � f(x0)

�2 + vT⌃0v
⌃0v, H

�1
GN = ⌃0 �

1

�2 + vT⌃0v

�
⌃0v

��
⌃0v

�T
.(10)
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The expressions for xMAP and H
�1
GN expose how our importance sampler achieves variance260

reduction. The MAP point identifies the region in parameter space where f(x) ⇡ y. The
spread of the importance sampler, as encapsulated in its covariance, is reduced over its nominal
value ⌃0 in a direction informed by v, the gradient of f(x). Note that the reduction in variance
occurs in just one direction, ⌃0v; the variance of p(x) is retained in all other directions. The
parameter �2 controls how much q(x) is updated over p(x)- a small value for � results in a265

larger shift from x0 and a larger reduction in its spread. These claims become more transparent
by noticing that the pushforward of q(x) under f is another Gaussian distribution in R (the
pushforward density represents how f(x) will be distributed if x is distributed according to
q(x)). The mean � and variance ⇠2 of this pushforward density are-

� = (1� ⇢2)y + ⇢2f(x0), ⇠
2 = ⇢2vT

⌃0v, where, ⇢2 =
�2

�2 + vT⌃0v
< 1.(11)270

A small � implies small ⇢, which means � is closer y and ⇠2 is small.
Since our goal is importance sampling, we wish to select those values for the tunable

parameters that deliver just the right amount of update over p. We do this by minimizing the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between q(x) and the ideal IS distribution q⇤(x). Although275

not a true metric, the KL divergence between two probability densities is a measure of the
distance between them. It is defined as:

DKL(p||q) =

Z
p(x) log

p(x)

q(x)
dx.(12)

Then, the optimal pseudo-data point and the optimal variance of the pseudo-likelihood280

density can be obtained as:

✓
�⇤

y⇤

◆
= argmin

�,y
DKL(q

⇤
||q;�, y).(13)

Analytic expressions for DKL, y⇤, and �⇤ are derived for the affine Gaussian case in the
supplement in Section SM1. Selecting the tunable parameters in this way, in fact, allows us285

to make the following claim regarding the resulting IS distribution:

Claim 3.1 (BIMC optimality). In the affine-Gaussian case, the importance sampling density
that results from the BIMC procedure is equivalent to the Gaussian distribution closest in KL
divergence to q⇤(x).

Proof. Proof given in the supplement in Section SM1:290

Hence, BIMC is implicitly searching for the best Gaussian approximation of q⇤(x). A
Gaussian distribution in m dimensions has m(m+ 1)/2 free variables, so a naive search for the
best Gaussian approximation of q⇤(x) will optimize over all O(m2) free variables. However,
BIMC accomplishes this task be optimizing just 2 free variables. This can be attributed
to the similar structure of the pseudo-posterior p(y|x)p(x)/p(y), and the ideal IS density,295

1Y(f(x))p(x)/µ.
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Figure 2: This figure shows the variation of DKL at various values of the data point y and pseudo-
likelihood variance �2. Here, the data point y has been normalized to � = (y � ymin)/(ymax � ymin)
and f(x) is an affine transformation from R100 to R. The marker shows the (�, �) combination that
resulted from numerical minimization of DKL.

To verify whether minimizing DKL to obtain parameters actually translates to improved
performance of our IS density, we synthesized a affine map from R100 to R (implementation
details are provided in the supplement in Section SM2). We measure performance by the
relative RMSE in the probability estimate, ẽRMS, and we expect ẽRMS to be small when300

y = y⇤ and � = �⇤. In addition, in this case, µ is available to us analytically. This provides
yet another indicator of performance- the absolute difference between the analytical value and
the IS estimate must be small when the optimal parameters are being used.

Figure 2 shows the variation of DKL with �2 at various y in addition to the optimal (�, y)
combination that results from numerical optimization. We conclude the following from the305

figure:
• The optimal pseudo-data point lies almost exactly at the mid-point of Y.
• DKL is extremely sensitive to the spread of the pseudo-likelihood probability density
�, much more so than the pseudo-data y. Intuitively, a large value for � emphasizes
the pseudo-prior over the data so that sampling from q(x) is akin to sampling from310

p(x). On the other hand, too small a value for �2 results in q(x) not having enough
spread to cover the region where f(x) 2 Y, which could result in significant bias when
the number of samples is small.

In Figure 3, we fix y = y⇤ and plot the variation of the probability estimate, µ̃, and the
relative RMSE, ẽRMS, with �2. For each value of �2, we performed several independent runs.315

Figure 3a plots µ̃ obtained from each run. In Figure 3b, we plot the ensemble average of
ẽRMS over all simulations at fixed �2. Both figures demonstrate that when �2 is small, both
the probability estimate and the associated RMSE have significant bias (shaded region in the
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(a) The IS probability estimate µ̃ against �2 at y = y⇤.
Each marker indicates µ̃ from an individual run. The
solid line indicates the true value of µ. The markers
in orange denote runs at � = �⇤.
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(b) The relative RMSE ẽRMS against �2 at y = y⇤.
Only the average ẽRMS over all runs at fixed �2 is
plotted. The marker is at � = �⇤.

Figure 3: This figure shows the variation of the probability estimate µ̃ and the relative RMSE ẽRMS with
the likelihood variance �2. At fixed �2, we performed 50 independent runs using N = 1000 samples.
For µ̃, we plot the probability estimate obtained from each run, whereas for ẽRMS, we plot the ensemble
average at each �.

figures). When �2 is large, error increases with �2 since the emphasis on pseudo-data decreases.
There lies an optimal �2 somewhere in between, and indeed, minimizing DKL helps identify it.320

So far we’ve been using just one pseudo-data point y 2 Y. However, it is also possible to use
multiple pseudo-data points, {yi}ni=1, yi 2 Y. In this case, using the same pseudo-likelihood
density for all yi, a posterior p(x|yi) and its corresponding Gaussian approximation can be
obtained for each yi. These Gaussians can then be collected into a mixture distribution to
form the IS density. So, a possibility is to use the following IS density:325

q(x) =
1

n

nX

i=1

N

✓
x(i)

MAP,
⇣
H

(i)
GN

⌘�1
◆
.(14)

where x(i)
MAP is the MAP point corresponding to yi and H

(i)
GN is the Hessian matrix of

� log p(x|yi) at x(i)
MAP. Next, we investigate whether using n > 1 pseudo-data points in Y

leads to better performance than using just one pseudo-data point, i.e., n = 1.330

To ensure a fair comparison between the two cases, they must each be run using their
respective optimal parameters. When n > 1, the tunable parameters are the number of
pseudo-data points, n, their values, {yi}ni=1, and the variance of the common pseudo-likelihood
density, �2. However, minimizing the Kullback-Leibler distance between q and q⇤ to obtain
parameters is no longer possible. This is because the Kullback-Leibler distance between two335

Gaussian mixtures doesn’t have a closed form expression [11]. To proceed, given n > 1, we
fix {yi} to be n evenly spaced points in Y. We then sweep over several values of n and �2 to
investigate whether increasing n has any advantages.

Empirical evidence seems to suggest no. In Figure 4, we plot the variation of the ensemble
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(a) Linear inverse problem.
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(b) Synthetic non-linear problem.
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(c) Single step reaction.
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(d) Elliptic PDE.

Figure 4: This figure shows how ẽRMS varies with �2 at different values of n for various forward models.
At fixed �2, we perform 50 independent simulations and report the ensemble averaged ẽRMS. When
n = 1, we use the optimal data point obtained employing the appropriate tuning strategy described in
the text. When n > 1, we select n evenly spaced points in Y. Similar to Figure 3, IS estimates are
biased when �2 is small. The extent of the biased regions depends on n and appears to decrease as n
increases.

averaged ẽRMS with �2 at various values of n and using various forward models, both linear340

and non-linear (details of the forward models are provided in the supplement in Section SM2).
While the error decreases with increasing n for some cases, we believe the decrease isn’t large
enough to justify the increased computational cost of solving additional inverse problems.
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•

f�1(Y)
p(x)

Figure 5: Arbitrary unimodal p. In this case, the true posterior and the ideal IS density are multimodal.
The optimizer used for computing xMAP will only find one of these modes. Our IS density will then
only sample around that mode, leading to incorrect estimates.

3.2. Affine f , mixture-of-Gaussians p. If p(x) is a mixture of Gaussians, p(x) =Pk
i=1 wipi(x), then, notice that,345

µ =

Z
1Y (f(x)) p(x)dx =

kX

i=1

wi

Z
1Y (f(x)) pi(x)dx =

kX

i=1

wiµi(15)

The contribution to µ from each component pi(x), µi, can then be calculated using BIMC
as described above. If µ̃i is the estimate from each component, µ can be estimated as µ̃ =Pk

i=1 wiµ̃i.350

3.3. Affine f , arbitrary unimodal p. In this case, even though p is unimodal, q⇤, and the
pseudo-posterior p(x|y), can be multi-modal (see Figure 5). Then, depending on the initial
guess provided, the optimizer used for computing the MAPs may converge to only one of the
modes. A local Gaussian characterization of the pseudo-posterior will only sample near this
mode and all the other modes will be ignored. This will cause µ to be underestimated. To355

avoid this, we propose approximating p with a mixture of Gaussians and then proceeding with
the methodology outlined in the previous section. This will lead to an estimate whose accuracy
is as good as the accuracy in approximating p with a mixture of Gaussians.

3.4. Non-linear f , Gaussian p. When f(x) is non-linear, the KL divergence may not have
a tractable closed-form expression even when only one pseudo-data point is used. Although360

a sample based estimate of the KL divergence can be obtained, it would require evaluating
f(x) for each sample, increasing the cost of constructing the IS density. To compute the
optimal parameters in this case, we instead propose linearizing f(x) around the MAP point
corresponding to an initial pseudo-data point, ymid = midY, which we denote xmid

MAP. This
necessitates solving another optimization problem (as in Equation (7)), for which we require365

�2, a quantity we set out to tune in the first place. However, this �2 is only used to construct
the linearization and has little bearing on subsequent sampling. We recommend setting � =
0.1(ymax � ymin). Once we have xmid

MAP, we linearize f(x) as follows:

f(x) ⇡ f(xmid
MAP) + J

mid(x� xmid
MAP)(16)
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Here, Jmid
2 R1⇥m is the Jacobian matrix of the f(x) evaluated at xmid

MAP. From here on,370

we can proceed to obtain the optimal parameters as in the affine case by identifying vT
⌘ J

mid

and � ⌘ f(xmid
MAP) � J

midxmid
MAP. Note that such a procedure will not reveal the true optimal

parameters that correspond to the non-linear forward model. It only provides an estimate, but
allows us to use analytically derived expressions and keep computational costs low. Another
consequence of linearizing f(x) is that it allows for the analytical computation of the rare event375

probability associated with the linearized map (Equation (9)). We will refer to this estimate
of µ as the linearized probability estimate, µlin.

3.5. Non-linear f , mixture-of-Gaussian p. This case is similar to Subsection 3.2. Recall
that µ is just the weighted sum of probability corresponding to each component mixtures, µi.
Each µi can be estimated by the method outlined above, and then weighed and summed to380

obtain an estimate for µ.

Procedure 1 BIMC
Input: f(x), p(x), Y, N
Output: µ̃
1: % Select optimal parameters, y⇤,�⇤

2: ymax
 maxY, ymin

 minY, ymid
 0.5(ymin + ymax)

3: �0  0.1(ymax
� ymin)

4: xmid
MAP  getMAP(ymid,�0) % Minimize Equation (6) using y = ymid,� = �0

5: vT
 

@f(x)
@x

���
x=xMAP

6: �  f(xmid
MAP)� vTxmid

MAP
7: (y⇤,�⇤) minimizeKLDiv(v,�, p) % Minimize DKL(q⇤||q) as in Equation (SM6)

8:

9: % Build IS density using optimal parameters
10: xMAP  getMAP(y⇤,�⇤) % Minimize Equation (6) using y = y⇤,� = �⇤

11: HGN  getHessian(xMAP, y⇤,�⇤) % Compute Hessian of Equation (6) at xMAP using y = y⇤,� = �⇤

12: q(x) N (xMAP,H
�1
GN)

13:

14: % Sample from q to estimate µ
15: for i = 1, . . . , N do

16: xi ⇠ q(x)
17: wi  1Y(f(xi))p(xi)/q(xi)
18: end for

19: µ̃ 
PN

i=1 wi/N
20: return µ̃

3.6. Summary. To summarize, in this section we described how a fictitious Bayesian in-
verse problem can be constructed from the components of the forward UQ problem. The
solution of this fictitious inverse problem yields a posterior whose Gaussian approximation is
our IS density. The parameters on which the IS density depends can be tuned by minimizing385

an analytical expression for its Kullback-Leibler divergence with respect to the ideal IS den-
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sity. A drawback of our method is that we’re restricted to nominal densities that are Gaussian
mixtures or easily approximated by one. The overall algorithm for arbitrary, non-linear f is
given in Algorithm 1. Next, we present and discuss results of our numerical experiments.
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(c) Synthetic non-linear

Figure 6: Non-linearity of f . For the single step reaction problem, we plot the full forward map f for all
possible values of the input x. For the autoignition and synthetic non-linear problems, we demonstrate
how rf(x) varies. We draw samples, xi, from p(x), and evaluate krf(x) � rf(x0)k/krf(x0)k,
where x0 is the prior mean. Departure from 0 of this quantity signifies the degree of non-linearity.

4. Experiments. In this section, we present results that demonstrate the efficacy of our390

method. We also report cases where our method fails (detailed discussion about failure mech-
anisms of BIMC is postponed to the end of this section). The forward models we used in
our experiments are briefly summarized below. A detailed description of the models and the
problem setup is given in the supplement in Section SM2. Figure 6 shows the variation of f
for select models and demonstrates that it is indeed non-linear.395

• Affine case: In this case f(x) is a affine map from Rm to R. We choose m = 2 for
illustration, and m = 100 for comparison with MC.

• Synthetic non-linear problem: In this case, f(x) is defined to be the following map
from Rm to R.

f(x) = oTu, where
�
S+ "xxT

�
u = b.(17)400

Here, " 2 R, o,u, b 2 Rm, and S 2 Rm⇥m. Again, m = 2 was chosen for illustration
and m = 10 for comparison with MC.

• Single step reaction: The forward model here describes a single step chemical reaction
using an Arrhenius type rate equation. A progress variable u 2 [0, 1] is used to describe405

the reaction. The parameter x is the initial value of progress variable u(0) and the
observable f(x) is the value of the progress variable at some final time tf , u(tf ). Thus
f(x) is a map from R to R.

• Autoignition: Here, we allow a mixture of hydrogen and air to undergo autoignition
in a constant pressure reactor. A simplified mechanism with 5 elementary involving 8410

chemical species is used to describe the chemistry. The parameter x is the vector of
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the initial equivalence ratio, initial temperature and the initial pressure in the reactor
and the observable is the amount of heat released so that f(x) is a map from from R3

to R.
• Elliptic PDE: In this system, we invert for the discretized log-permeability field in415

some spatial domain given an observation of the pressure at some point. The forward
problem, that is, obtaining the pressure from the log-permeability field, is governed by
an elliptic PDE. A finite element discretization results in f(x) being a map from R4225

to R.
• The Lorenz system: Here, the forward problem is governed by the chaotic Lorenz equa-420

tions [18]. The parameter x is the initial condition of the system while the observable
is value of the first component of the state vector at some final time tf . We simulate
the Lorenz system over three time horizons, tf = 0.1s, tf = 5s, and tf = 15s. BIMC
fails over longer time horizons, i.e., when tf = 5s and tf = 15s.

• Periodic case: Here, f(x) is a periodic function in R2, f(x) = sin(x1) cos(x2). This is425

another case when BIMC fails.
Sampling illustration. We begin by presenting examples in low-dimensions that illustrate

the quality of samples from BIMC. In Figure 7, we compare samples generated using MC and
BIMC. We also depict the ideal IS density q⇤ in the figures, either using contours, or through
samples. As expected, the variance of the IS density in our method is only decreased in one430

data-informed direction. The extent of this decrease depends on the variance of the pseudo-
likelihood density, p(y|x), and a tuning algorithm based on minimizing the Kullback-Leibler
distance leads to a good fit between the spread of q⇤(x) and q(x) in this direction. In all other
directions, the spread of q(x) is same as that of p(x). This is because the pseudo-data y does
not inform these directions.435

As a quantitative estimate of the quality of samples, we report the acceptance ratio, defined
as the fraction of samples that evaluate inside Y. The acceptance ratio resulting from BIMC
is plotted in Figure 8 (the acceptance ratio from MC on the other hand is µ̂ by definition).
We observe that n = 1 consistently leads to an acceptance ratio of around 90% irrespective
of µ (except in the Periodic and Lorenz, tf = 5s cases; these are failure cases and will be440

discussed at the end of this section). The slight dip in the acceptance ratio when n > 1 can be
attributed to the effect of always having ymin and ymax as data points. Because these points
lie at the edge of the interval Y, they lead to an increased number of samples that are close to
these limit points, but don’t actually evaluate inside Y. As n increases however, the number
of samples drawn from mixture components corresponding to these two points decreases and445

the acceptance ratio shows an upward trend.
Convergence with number of samples. Next, we compare the relative RMS error, eRMS, from

MC and BIMC in Figure 9. BIMC offers the same accuracy using far fewer number of samples
and results in an order of magnitude or more of speedup. The exact speedup achieved depends
on the magnitude of the probability. In addition, there is little asymptotic effect of using n > 1.450

The corresponding probability estimates are presented in the supplement in Section SM3.
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(a) The affine case.
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(b) The synthetic non-linear case.
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(c) Autoignition, x1 - x2 plane.
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(d) Autoignition, x2 - x3 plane.
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(e) Autoignition, x3 - x1 plane.
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Figure 7: Sampling illustration. In this figure, we plot 100 samples from p(x) (which corresponds to
vanilla MC) as well as q(x) (which corresponds to BIMC) with n = 1 for the affine, synthetic non-
linear, and the autoignition problems. For the affine case (a), the region in R2 that evaluates inside Y
is analytically available and is plotted between the thick, dashed lines. Also analytically available is the
ideal IS density q⇤ whose contours are plotted. For all other forward models, a scatter plot of samples
drawn from q⇤ is used to represent its magnitude.
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Figure 8: Fraction of samples that evaluate inside Y for the different forward models at various values
of n. In this experiment N = 1000 and µ spans two orders of magnitude, from O(10�2) to O(10�4).
The BIMC methodology fails for the periodic and Lorenz, tf = 5s cases, hence the lower acceptance
ratio.
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(a) Single step reaction, µ ⇡ 2.30 ⇥ 10�2.
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(b) Autoignition, µ ⇡ 3.24 ⇥ 10�2.
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(c) Elliptic PDE, µ ⇡ 3.91 ⇥ 10�4.
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(d) Lorenz, tf = 0.1s., µ ⇡ 3.28 ⇥ 10�2.

Figure 9: Comparison of performance of MC and BIMC. The variation of the relative RMSE, eRMS,
is plotted against the number of samples N . For reference, the most accurate probability estimate is
also reported.
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Effect of probability magnitude. In Figure 10, we study the effect of the probability mag-
nitude on the relative RMSE, ẽRMS. We notice that BIMC is only weakly dependent on the
probability magnitude. This is because selecting parameters by minimizing DKL leads to an
IS density that is optimally adapted for sampling around Y.455
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(a) Synthetic non-linear problem
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Figure 10: Effect of varying probability levels. In this figure, we plot the variation of ensemble averaged
relative ẽRMS with the number of samples N for various forward models with varying levels of probability.
The varying probability levels are selected by moving Y to the tail regions of p(x). The dashed lines
indicate errors associated with MC while the solid lines indicate errors in BIMC.

Extremely rare events. In our final experiment, we push BIMC to compute probabilities
of extremely rare events. The rare events were constructed by shifting Y further and further
into the tail region of the push forward of p(x) under f . BIMC is able to compute extremely
small probabilities using a modest number of samples. This experiment also corroborates our
claim that the accuracy of our method is only weakly dependent on the probability magnitude460

µ. We also report the probability estimate resulting from linearizing f(x) around xmid and
conclude that the linearized probability estimate is a good indicator of the order of magnitude
of the true probability.
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Table 2: Extremely rare events, N = 1000.

BIMC, n = 1 BIMC, n = 5 Linearized

µ̃N ẽNRMS µ̃N ẽNRMS µlin

3.6214⇥ 10�3 3.24⇥ 10�2 3.7892⇥ 10�3 3.87⇥ 10�2 5.9770⇥ 10�3

2.3938⇥ 10�6 6.00⇥ 10�2 2.1421⇥ 10�6 6.10⇥ 10�2 1.8252⇥ 10�6

5.4224⇥ 10�8 6.64⇥ 10�2 5.4310⇥ 10�8 7.08⇥ 10�2 4.2072⇥ 10�8

5.7578⇥ 10�10 1.04⇥ 10�1 5.6271⇥ 10�10 6.79⇥ 10�2 3.8026⇥ 10�10

(a) Synthetic non-linear problem

n = 1 n = 5 Linearized

µ̃N ẽNRMS µ̃N ẽNRMS µlin

4.3626⇥ 10�3 2.47⇥ 10�2 4.3688⇥ 10�3 3.52⇥ 10�2 4.5667⇥ 10�3

1.1158⇥ 10�5 3.91⇥ 10�2 1.1278⇥ 10�5 4.52⇥ 10�2 8.4646⇥ 10�5

7.6348⇥ 10�7 5.86⇥ 10�2 8.0428⇥ 10�7 7.76⇥ 10�2 3.8022⇥ 10�6

3.5977⇥ 10�10 9.69⇥ 10�2 3.8106⇥ 10�10 1.54⇥ 10�1 2.6634⇥ 10�10

(b) Autoignition

n = 1 n = 5 Linearized

µ̃N ẽNRMS µ̃N ẽNRMS µlin

2.6422⇥ 10�3 5.05⇥ 10�2 2.7045⇥ 10�3 3.90⇥ 10�2 2.2526⇥ 10�3

5.6726⇥ 10�6 9.44⇥ 10�2 5.1764⇥ 10�6 4.76⇥ 10�2 4.1409⇥ 10�6

8.4630⇥ 10�9 4.94⇥ 10�2 8.6889⇥ 10�9 5.58⇥ 10�2 8.7048⇥ 10�9

8.2730⇥ 10�10 4.99⇥ 10�2 8.0669⇥ 10�10 7.36⇥ 10�2 9.1534⇥ 10�10

(c) Elliptic PDE

Failure cases. Here, we report cases which caused BIMC to fail. Figure 11 shows MC and
BIMC samples for the periodic forward problem. Because f(x) has circular contours, the465

ideal IS density q⇤ has support over a circular region in R2. This is also evident from how
the samples from q⇤ are spread. Using a single Gaussian distribution to approximate this
complicated density results in a poor fit, and hence, failure of the BIMC method. The nature
of the poor fit is noteworthy. The IS density approximates q⇤(x) well in the direction that is
informed by the data. In the directions orthogonal to this data-informed direction, it inherits470

the covariance of p(x), and as such, cannot approximate q⇤ as it curves around.
Also, notice that the pre-image f�1(Y) is the union of two disconnected regions in pa-

rameter space. As a result, the ideal IS density, q⇤, has two modes, one near [1, 1]T , and a
weaker one near [�1, 2.5]T . Which mode is discovered depends on the initial guess provided
to the numerical optimization routine. Currently, there exists no robust mechanism in BIMC475

to discover all the modes of q⇤. This is also the cause of failure when the Lorenz system is
inverted over tf = 5s.
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Another route to failure occurs if the optimal parameters based on an analysis of the
linearized inverse problem aren’t appropriate for the full non-linear problem. While we don’t
expect the two to be exactly equal, we implicitly assume that they will be close enough, and480

serious problems may occur if they’re not. For instance, if the pseudo-likelihood variance
from the linearized analysis is much smaller than the (unknown) optimal pseudo-likelihood
variance for the full non-linear problem, then large IS weights may be observed, leading to
biased estimates of the failure probability.

Finally, BIMC can also fail when the solution of the inverse problem cannot be computed.485

This happens when the Lorenz problem is simulated over a much longer time horizon, tf = 15s.
In this case, the optimizer failed to identify a descent direction and converge to a minimum.
Physically, this happens because of the chaotic nature of the problem. Since all trajectories of
the Lorenz system eventually settle on the attractor, going from a point on the attractor back
in time is a highly ill-conditioned problem.490
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Figure 11: A failure case. Here, f(x) = sin(x1) cos(x2) is a periodic function in R2. Gray markers
depict samples from the ideal IS density q⇤ in this case.

Summary. In summary, the effectiveness of BIMC depends on the interplay between the
directions not informed by the pseudo-data point, and the variation of the forward map in
these directions. If, at the scale of the covariance of the nominal density p, f(x) varies too
quickly in these directions (like the Periodic example), the PDF constructed in BIMC will make
for a poor IS density. On the other hand, if f(x) varies slowly enough (as in the synthetic495

non-linear, and autoignition examples) or not at all (the affine case), then BIMC is effective.
Thus, we conclude that BIMC is best suited to forward maps that are weakly non-linear at the
scale of the covariance of the nominal density p. Physically, this means that the uncertainties
in the input parameters must small enough that f appears almost linear. Note that f can still
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be highly non-linear at larger scales.500

Apart from the forward map being only weakly non-linear, there are two additional re-
quirements. The regions in parameter space that evaluate inside Y should not be disjoint. The
final and perhaps the most important requirement is that the solution of the inverse problem
must be computable.

5. Conclusion and future work. In this article, we addressed the problem of efficiently505

computing rare-event probabilities in systems with uncertain input parameters. Our approach,
called BIMC, employs importance sampling in order to achieve efficiency. Noting the structural
similarity between the (theoretical) ideal importance sampling density and the posterior dis-
tribution of a fictitious inference problem, our importance sampling distribution is constructed
by approximating such a fictitious posterior via a Gaussian distribution. The approximation510

process allows the incorporation of the derivatives of the input-output map into the importance
sampling distribution, which is how our scheme achieves parsimonious sampling. Our theoret-
ical analysis establishes that this procedure is optimal in the setting where the input-output
map is affine and the nominal density is Gaussian. Hence, BIMC is best applied to maps that
appear nearly affine at the scale of the covariance of the nominal distribution. Our numerical515

experiments support this conclusion and demonstrate that when this is the case, BIMC can
lead to speedups of several orders-of-magnitude. Experiments also reveal several drawbacks in
BIMC. We will concern ourselves with fixing these drawbacks in part II of this paper.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS: BIMC: The Bayesian Inverse Monte Carlo
method for goal-oriented uncertainty quantification

Siddhant Wahal⇤ and George Biros⇤

SM1. Analysis of the affine-Gaussian case. In this section, we offer detailed derivations
of claims made in the main text. In what follows we assume:

• f(x) is affine and defined as f(x) = vTx+ � for some v 2 Rm, � 2 R,
• the nominal density p(x) is Gaussian with mean x0 and covariance ⌃0, p(x) =
N (x0,⌃0),

• the pseudo-data is some y 2 Y and pseudo-likelihood density p(y|x) = N (f(x),�2).

SM1.1. Kullback Leibler divergence. Here, we derive an analytical expression for the
Kullback Leibler divergence between the ideal IS distribution, q⇤(x), for this problem, and the
IS density, q(x) = N (xMAP,H

�1
GN).

By definition of the KL divergence, we have,

DKL (q
⇤||q) =

Z

Rm

1Y(f(x))p(x)

µ
log

1Y (f(x)) p(x)

µq(x)
dx

=
1

µ

Z

f�1(Y)
p(x)

⇣
log

p(x)

q(x)
� logµ

⌘
dx

=
1

µ

Z

f�1(Y)
p(x) log

p(x)

q(x)
dx� logµ.

(SM1)

where f�1(Y) = {x 2 Rm : vTx+ � 2 Y}.
Note that the pushforward density of p(x) under f(x) is also a Gaussian with mean

⌫ = vTx0 + �, and variance �2 = vT
⌃0v. Let ⇢2 = �2/(�2 + �2). It can be shown that

log
p(x)

q(x)
=

(y � f(x))2

2�2
+ log ⇢� (y � ⌫)2

2(�2 + �2)
.(SM2)

Therefore,
Z

f�1(Y)
p(x) log

p(x)

q(x)
dx =

Z

f�1(Y)

 
(y � f(x))2

2�2
+ log ⇢� (y � ⌫)2

2(�2 + �2)

!
p(x)dx

=

Z

f�1(Y)

(y � f(x))2

2�2
p(x)dx+

 
log ⇢� (y � ⌫)2

2(�2 + �2)

!
µ.

(SM3)

To continue further, we change variables to z = f(x) and take advantage of our knowledge
of the probability density for z, pZ . This probability density is nothing but the push forward
of p(x) under f . Thus, pZ = N

�
⌫, �2

�
.

⇤
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Z

f�1(Y)
p(x) log

p(x)

q(x)
dx =

Z

Y

(y � z)2

2�2
pZ(z)dz +

 
log ⇢� (y � ⌫)2

2(�2 + �2)

!
µ

=
y2

2�2
µ+

1

2�2

Z

Y
z2pZ(z)dz �

y

�2

Z

Y
zpZ(z)dz

+

 
log ⇢� (y � ⌫)2

2(�2 + �2)

!
µ.

(SM4)

Note that the two integrals in the final equation can be related to the mean and variance
of a truncated normal distribution. Let pT (z) be the truncated distribution when pZ only has
support on the interval Y. This truncated distribution is in fact the push forward under f(x)
of q⇤(x). Thus, pT = 1Y(z)pZ/µ. We denote the mean and variance of pT by ⌫T and �T 2

respectively.
Finally,

Z

f�1(Y)
p(x) log

p(x)

q(x)
dx =

 
(y � ⌫T )

2 + �T 2

2�2
+ log ⇢� (y � ⌫)2

2(�2 + �2)

!
µ.(SM5)

Computing ⌫T and �T is prone to catastrophic cancellation. We recommend using the
scaled complementary error function, erfcx, for this purpose, following [SM1]. The final
expression for the KL divergence is,

DKL(q
⇤||q) = (y � ⌫T )

2 + �T 2

2�2
� (y � ⌫)2

2(�2 + �2)
+ log ⇢� logµ.(SM6)

This expression is minimized when

y⇤ =
⌫T�2 � ⌫�2T
�2 � �2T

�⇤2 =
�2T�

2

�2 � �2T

(SM7)

SM1.2. Establishing BIMC optimality. In this sub-section, we provide proof of Claim 3.1.
We assume without loss of generality that x0 = 0 and ⌃0 = I. Further, denote by v̂ = v/kvk.
Now, select V̂ so that it’s columns form an orthonormal basis for Rm\ span(v̂). Then, we have,
for any x:

x = v̂v̂Tx+ V̂V̂
Tx

= v̂x1 + V̂x?.
(SM8)
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where x1 := v̂Tx 2 R and x? := V̂
Tx 2 Rm�1.

Using this decomposition of the parameter space, notice that

f(x) = vTx+ �

= kvkx1 + �

= f̂(x1),

and,

p(x) = p1(x1)p?(x?),(SM9)

where, p1(x1) = N (0, 1) and p? = N (0?, I?). By 0? and I?, we refer to the m � 1
dimensional zero vector and identity matrix respectively. Hence, such a decomposition of the
parameter space enables one to express ideal IS density, q⇤, as

q⇤(x) =
1Y(f(x))p(x)

µ

=
1Y(f(x1))p1(x1)

µ
p?(x?)

= q⇤1(x1)p?(x?).

(SM10)

Before we establish the optimality of the BIMC algorithm, we will require the following
result on the structure of the optimal Gaussian approximation of q⇤(x1,x?).

Proposition SM1.1. The Gaussian distribution closest in KL divergence to q⇤(x1,x?) =
1Y(f̂(x1))p1(x1)p?(x?)/µ must be of the form q1,opt(x1)p?(x?), where q1,opt(x1) is the closest
Gaussian approximation of 1Y(f̂(x1))p1(x1)/µ.

Proof. Let Gm denote the set of all Gaussian distributions over Rm. Any Gaussian distri-
bution in Rm can be expressed as a joint density over the variables x1,x?, q(x1,x?). Then,
the closest Gaussian approximation of q⇤(x1,x?) is given by:

qopt(x1,x?) = argmin
q2Gm

DKL (q
⇤(x1,x?)||q(x1,x?)) .

Using the definition of KL divergence, we have,

DKL (q
⇤(x1,x?)||q(x1,x?)) =

Z
q⇤(x1,x?) log

q⇤(x1,x?)

q(x1,x?)
dx1dx?.(SM11)

To simplify notation, denote 1Y(f̂(x1))p1(x1)/µ with q⇤1(x1). Now, using the fact that
q(x1,x?) = q1(x1)q?(x?|x1), the chain rule of KL divergence gives:
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DKL(q
⇤(x1,x?)||q(x1,x?))

= DKL(q
⇤
1(x1)||q1(x1)) + Eq⇤1

[DKL(p?(x?)||q?(x?|x1))] .

Then, because both terms are positive,

qopt = argmin
q2Gm

DKL(q
⇤(x1,x?)||q(x1,x?))

= argmin
q1(x1)q?(x?|x1)2Gm

DKL(q
⇤
1(x1)||q1(x1))

+ argmin
q1(x1)q?(x?|x1)2Gm

Eq⇤1
[DKL(p?(x?)||q?(x?|x1))] .

Since the KL divergence is a positive quantity, Eq⇤1
[DKL(p?(x?)||q?(x?|x1))] � 0. The

equality is achieved iff q?(x?|x1) = p?(x?). Hence, DKL(p?(x?)||q?(x?|x1)) is minimized
when q?(x?|x1) = p?(x?). By inspection, the first term is minimized by q1,opt(x1), the closest
Gaussian approximation of q⇤1(x1). Thus, qopt = q1,opt(x1)p?(x?).

Proposition SM1.1 states that for the affine-Gaussian case, qopt must marginalize to the
corresponding marginal of p(x) in all directions in parameter space to which f(x) is insensitive.
Note that in the proof, the affine property of f(x) was never explicitly used. Hence, this result
can be easily extended to arbitrary non-linear f(x) in the following sense. If there are global
directions in parameter space to which f(x) is insensitive, an optimal Gaussian or Gaussian
mixture approximation of q⇤ must marginalize to the corresponding marginal of p(x) in those
directions.

Next, we prove Claim 3.1.

SM1.2.1. Proof of Claim 3.1.

Proof. We begin by showing that BIMC produces a Gaussian distribution that indeed
satisfies the form prescribed by Proposition SM1.1. Let the IS distribution produced by BIMC
be denoted qBIMC(x). Because qBIMC is a Bayesian posterior distribution, it has the following
form:

qBIMC(x) =
p(y|x)p(x)

p(y)
,(SM12)

where,

p(y|x) / exp

✓
� 1

2�2
(y � f(x))2

◆

/ exp

✓
� 1

2�2
(y � f̂(x1))

2

◆

/ p(y|x1).
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Also, since p(x) is a standard Gaussian, it can be expressed as p(x) = p1(x1)p?(x?).
Therefore,

qBIMC(x) / p(y|x1)p1(x1)p?(x?).(SM13)

Hence, the marginal distribution of x? when x ⇠ qBIMC(x) is p?(x?), as required by
Proposition SM1.1. Additionally, since f̂(x1) is affine, p(y|x1)p1(x1) is Gaussian. All that
remains to be shown is that (13) results in parameters such that p(y|x1)p1(x1) is the optimal
Gaussian approximation of q⇤1(x1) = 1Y(f̂)(x1)p1(x1)/µ.

Now, notice that q⇤1(x1) = 1Y(f̂(x1))p1(x1)/µ is a truncated normal distribution. That is
because

q⇤1(x1) = 1Y(f̂(x1))p1(x1)/µ

= 1[ymin,ymax](kvkx1 + �)p1(x1)/µ

= 1
[
ymin��

kvk , ymax��
kvk ]

(x1)p1(x1)/µ.

Thus, q⇤1 is a standard normal distribution truncated over
h
ymin��
kvk , ymax��

kvk

i
. Denote the

mean and variance of q⇤1 by ⌫T and �2T . Then the optimal Gaussian approximation of q⇤1
is N (�T ,!2

T ). Hence, we have to demonstrate that the minimizer of (13) are such that
p(y|x1)p1(x1) is the same as N (�T ,!2

T ).
The expression for DKL(q⇤(x1,x?)||q(x1,x?) in this case is:

DKL(q
⇤(x1,x?)||q(x1,x?)) = const. +

kvk2

2�2

 
!2
T +

✓
y � �

kvk � �T

◆2
!

� 1

2

(y � �)2

�2 + kvk2 +
1

2
log

�2

�2 + kvk2 .

This expression is minimized in the BIMC algorithm. The minimum occurs at

y⇤ =
kvk

1� !2
T

�T + �

�⇤2 =
kvk2!2

T

1� !2
T

.

(SM14)

Since !2
T < 1 (Remark 2.1 in [SM6]), �⇤2 is a valid variance for the likelihood distribution.

Now, it can be shown that,

p(y⇤|x1)p1(x1)
p(y⇤)

= N
✓

kvk
kvk2 + �⇤2 (y

⇤ � �),
�⇤2

�⇤2 + kvk2

◆
.

Plugging in expressions for y⇤ and �⇤2 from (SM14), we obtain,
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p(y⇤|x1)p1(x1)
p(y⇤)

= N (�T ,!
2
T ).

Therefore, p(y⇤|x1)p1(x1)/p(y⇤) is the Gaussian closest in KL divergence to 1Y(f̂(x1)p1(x1)/µ.
Hence, by Proposition SM1.1, qBIMC(x) = p(y⇤|x1)p1(x1)p?(x?)/p(y⇤) must be the closest
Gaussian distribution to q⇤(xr,x?)

SM2. Implementation details.

SM2.1. The affine case. We construct a affine map from Rm to R. The map is defined
as

f(x) = oT
Ax,(SM15)

where, o =
�
1
m , 1

m , . . . , 1
m

�T 2 Rm is an observation operator and

A =

0

BBBBBB@

1 0 0 · · · 0
0 1

2 0 · · · 0

0 0 1
3

...
...

... . . . 0
0 0 · · · 0 1

m

1

CCCCCCA
.(SM16)

SM2.1.1. Implementation. We assume p(x) is a Gaussian distribution with mean x0

and covariance ⌃0, where x0 = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T 2 Rm and ⌃0 = 0.1I 2 Rm⇥m. Here, I is
the m dimensional identity matrix. We chose Y = [1.2803, 1.4571] when m = 2 and Y =⇥
6.2⇥ 10�2, 6.3⇥ 10�3

⇤
when m = 100. The MAP point was computed using MATLAB’s

fminunc routine.

SM2.2. Synthetic non-linear case. For quick testing, we construct the following non-
linear problem from Rm to R:

f(x) = oTu, where,(SM17)
�
S+ "xxT

�
u = b.(SM18)

SM2.2.1. Implementation. Again, o 2 Rm is an observation operator. For this problem,
we chose o = [1, 0, . . . , 0]T . S is a randomly chosen symmetric positive definite matrix, while
b is a randomly chosen vector whose entries are distributed according to the standard normal
distribution. We set " = 0.01kSk2. The nominal probability density in this case is p(x) is a
Gaussian with mean x0 = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T and covariance ⌃0 = 0.01I. The target interval Y is
chosen to be [1.24, 1.25] when m = 10 and [0.919, 0.923] when m = 2. MATLAB’s fminunc
routine was used for optimization again.
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SM2.3. Single step reaction. The single step reaction is described by the following ODE:

du

dt
=

S⇤(u)

⌧R
, 0 < t < tf ,

S⇤(u) = Bu(1� u) exp

✓
�TAct

Tu + (Tb � Tu)u

◆
,

(SM19)

and we define x = u(0) and f(x) = u(tf ).
This equation uses the Arrhenius equation to describe the rate of a chemical reaction in

terms of a progress variable u. The progress variable is routinely employed in the analyses of
turbulent flames and is 0 in regions of pure reactants and 1 in pure products [SM2].

Here, ⌧R is the time scale of the reaction and S⇤(u) is the normalized source term. The
numerical constant in S⇤(u), B, ensures that it integrates to unity, TAct is the activation
temperature, Tu is the temperature of the unburnt reactants and Tb the temperature of the
burnt products.

Since u is always bounded between 0 and 1, the differential operator defined in (SM19) is
a map from [0, 1] to [0, 1].

SM2.3.1. Implementation. For our numerical experiments, we set, Tu = 300 K, Tb =
2100 K, TAct = 30,000 K, B = 6.11⇥ 107, ⌧R = 1s.

Further, we choose Y = [0.7, 0.8] and p(x) = N (0.5, 0.01). We used MATLAB’s fmincon
routine to perform constrained optimization in order to compute the MAP point.

SM2.4. Hydrogen Autoignition. We observe the heat released, Q, during autoignition of
a hydrogen-air mixture in an adiabatic, constant pressure, fixed mass reactor. To describe the
chemistry, we use a reduced mechanism that involves 5 elementary reactions among 8 chemical
species - H2,O2,N2,HO2,H,O,OH,H2O [SM5]. We assume-

• reactants are ideal gases,
• there are no spatial gradients of temperature or species concentrations,
• the volume of the reactor can change to keep the pressure constant,
• only H2,O2, and N2 are present in the reactor initially.

Then specifying the pressure (P ), temperature (T ), and equivalence ratio (�, defined as
[H2]
2[O2]

) is sufficient to completely define the initial state of the system. It is this triad that we
define as our parameter vector, x = (�, T, P )T . As stated earlier, the observable is the total
heat released Q.

SM2.4.1. Implementation. We assume p(x) is a Gaussian with mean x0 and covariance
⌃0, where,

x0 =

2

4
1

1500
1.01325

3

5 ,

⌃ =

2

4
0.01 0 0
0 15.0 0
0 0 0.00101

3

5 .

(SM20)
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In addition, we select Y = [21000, 22000]. The initial volume of the reactor is set to V0 = 1m3.
We use MATLAB’s inbuilt fminunc algorithm to perform the non-linear optimization.

Table SM1: Reduced chemistry for hydrogen autoignition. Reaction rate constant k = AT be�E/RT .
Units are mol, cm, s, K, kJ. Chaperone efficiencies are 2.5 for H2, 16.0 for H2O and 1.0 for all other
species. Troe falloff with Fcent = 0.5 is assumed for reaction 5.

No. Reaction A b E

1 H2 + O2 ��! H + HO2 2.69⇥ 1012 0.36 231.86
2 H + O2 ��! OH + O 3.52⇥ 1016 -0.7 71.4
3 O + H2 ��! H + OH 5.06⇥ 104 2.7 26.3
4 OH + H2 ��! H + H2O 1.17⇥ 109 1.3 15.2

5 H + O2 + M ��! HO2 + M k0 5.75⇥ 1019 -1.4 0.0
k1 4.65⇥ 1012 0.4 0.0

SM2.4.2. Summary of equations. Williams ([SM5]) identified a set of 5 elementary steps
to study autoiginition of hydrogen-air mixtures. These elementary steps are given in Ta-
ble SM1.

The net rates of production of each species, Ṡi, are given below:

ṠH2 = �!̇1 � !̇3 � !̇4,

ṠO2 = �!̇1 � !̇2 � !̇5,

ṠO = !̇2 � !̇3,

ṠH = !̇1 � !̇2 + !̇3 + !̇4 � !̇5,

ṠOH = !̇2 + !̇3 � !̇4,

ṠHO2 = !̇1 + !̇5,

ṠH2O = !̇4

ṠN2 = 0,

(SM21)

where !i is the rate of the ith reaction in Table SM1:

!̇1 = kf,1[H2][O2]

!̇2 = kf,2[H][O2]

!̇3 = kf,3[O][H2]

!̇4 = kf,4[OH][H2]

!̇5 = kf,5[H][O2].

(SM22)

Here,

kf,i = A(i)T b(i)e�E(i)/RT , i = 1 . . . 4,(SM23)
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R, the universal gas constant has the value 8.314 J/K/mol. A(i), b(i) and E(i) are as
specified in Table SM1. kf,5 is calculated using the Lindemann form as:

Pr =
k0[M ]

k1
,

[M ] = 2.5[H2] + [O2] + [H] + [O] + [OH] + [HO2] + 16[H2O] + [N2],

kf,5 = k1
⇣ Pr

1 + Pr

⌘
,

k0 = A(0)T b(0)e�E(0)/RT ,

k1 = A(1)T b(1)
e�E(1)/RT ,

(SM24)

with the Arrhenius parameters as in Table SM1.
The molar enthalpies (h̄) and specific heats (c̄p) for each species are given by:

c̄p(T )

R
= a0 + a1T + a2T

2 + a3T
3 + a4T

4,

h̄(T )

RT
= a0 +

a1
2
T +

a2
3
T 2 +

a3
4
T 3 +

a4
5
T 4 +

a5
T
.

(SM25)

where the coefficients a0 . . . a5 are tabulated in ref. [SM3] for each species.
The rate of heat release per unit volume is:

�q̇ =� h̄H2ṠH2 � h̄O2ṠO2 � h̄HṠH � h̄OṠO � h̄OHṠOH(SM26)

� h̄HO2ṠHO2 � h̄H2OṠH2O � h̄N2ṠN2 .(SM27)

The following ODEs describe the chemistry inside a constant pressure adiabatic reactor:

dT

dt
=

�q̇

�
,

d[H2]

dt
= ṠH2 � ↵[H2],

d[O2]

dt
= ṠO2 � ↵[O2],

d[H]

dt
= ṠH � ↵[H],

d[O]

dt
= ṠO � ↵[O],

d[OH]

dt
= ṠOH � ↵[OH],

d[HO2]

dt
= ṠHO2 � ↵[HO2],
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d[H2O]

dt
= ṠH2O � ↵[H2O],

d[N2]

dt
= ṠN2 � ↵[N2],

1

V

dV

dt
= ↵,

↵ =

 
ṠH2 + ṠO2 + ṠH + ṠO + ṠOH + ṠHO2 + ṠH2O + ṠN2

[H2] + [O2] + [H] + [O] + [OH] + [HO2] + [H2O] + [N2]
+

1

T

dT

dt

!
,

� = [H2]c̄p,H2 + [O2]c̄p,O2 + [H]c̄p,H + [O]c̄p,O + [OH]c̄p,OH

+ [HO2]c̄p,HO2 + [H2O]c̄p,H2O + [N2]c̄p,N2 ,

The net heat released is

Q =

Z tf

0
�q̇V (t)dt.(SM28)

SM2.5. The Lorenz system. The Lorenz system is defined by the following ordinary
differential equations:

du1(t)

dt
= s(u2 � u1), 0 < t < tf ,

du2(t)

dt
= u1(r � u3)� u2,

du3(t)

dt
= u2u2 � bu3,

(SM29)

The parameter vector is the initial condition of the system, x = u(0) while the observable
is u1(tf ).

We set s = 10, r = 28, b = 8/3 and observe u1 after two time horizons, tf = 0.1s and
tf = 5s. The nominal density p(x) is selected to be a Gaussian with mean x0 and covariance
⌃0 where,

x0 =

2

4
1.508870
�1.531271
25.46091

3

5 , and,

⌃0 =

2

4
0.01508870 0 0

0 0.01531271 0
0 0 0.02546091

3

5 .

(SM30)

The target intervals are chosen to be Y = [�5,�4] when tf = 0.1s and Y = [�0.22,�0.21]
when tf = 5s.

SM2.5.1. Implementation. This system is chaotic with maximal Lyapunov exponent
� ⇡ 0.906. We perform the optimization with MATLAB’s inbuilt fminunc algorithm using
analytically derived gradients.
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SM2.6. Elliptic PDE. In this experiment, we invert for the log permeability field, g in
the following elliptic PDE:

�r · (egru) = h in⌦,

u = uD on @⌦D,

egru · n = uN on @⌦N ,

(SM31)

where ⌦ ⇢ R2 is an open domain with boundary @⌦ = @⌦D [@⌦N , @⌦D \@⌦N = ;. @⌦D

and @⌦N denote Dirichlet and Neumann type boundaries with boundary values uD and uN
respectively. n is a unit vector normal to @⌦ in the outward direction and h 2 L2(⌦) is the
source term.

We assume ⌦ is a unit square, there is no source term, the left and right walls are no-flux
boundaries, and the top and bottom walls are Dirichlet boundaries. That is,

⌦ = [0, 1]⇥ [0, 1],

h = 0,

@⌦D = (0, 1)⇥ {1} [ (0, 1)⇥ {0},
@⌦N = {0, 1}⇥ (0, 1),

uN = 0,

uD =

(
1, x 2 (0, 1)⇥ {1}
0, x 2 (0, 1)⇥ {0}

.

(SM32)

This is an instance of Bayesian inference in infinite dimensions. The problem can be re-
duced to finite dimensions by using, for instance, a finite element discretization. The inference
is then performed for the vector of coefficients of the finite element basis functions chosen.
Here, we use first order Lagrange basis functions with 4225 degrees of freedom. Thus, the
parameter vector then is the vector of coefficients x = (g1, g2, . . . , gm) 2 Rm,m = 4225. We
define the parameter-to-observable map as the fluid velocity at a particular location in the
domain ⌦, f(x) = u(0.1, 0.5).

To solve the inverse problem, we use hIPPYlib [SM4]. hIPPYlib is a scalable software
framework to solve large scale PDE constrained inverse problems. It relies on FEniCS for the
discretization and solution of the PDE and PETSc for efficient implementation of linear algebra
routines. hIPPYlib provides state-of-the-art algorithms for PDE constrained optimization,
including an implementation of the Inexact Newton-CG algorithm for computing the MAP
point as well as randomized algorithms for constructing a low rank approximation of the
Hessian at the MAP point. For full details, we refer the reader to [SM4]. We would like to
remark here that this inverse problem appears as a model problem in [SM4] and has been
slightly modified for our experiments. For completeness, we reproduce relevant details from
[SM4] here.

While constructing p(x), it was assumed that the true log-permeability at 5 locations
in ⌦ = [0, 1] ⇥ [0, 1] ,!1 = (0.1, 0.1),!2 = (0.1, 0.9),!3 = (0.5, 0.5),!4 = (0.9, 0.1),!5 =
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(0.9, 0.9), is known. Let the true log-permeability at these points be x1true, x
2
true, . . . , x

5
true. In

addition, the following mollifier functions were defined

�i(!) = exp

✓
��2

�2
k! � !ik⇥�1

◆
.(SM33)

where ⇥ is an anisotropic symmetric positive definite tensor of the form

⇥ =

✓
✓1 sin2 ↵ (✓1 � ✓2) sin↵ cos↵

(✓1 � ✓2) sin↵ cos↵ ✓2 cos2 ↵

◆
.(SM34)

The various parameters were set to � = 0.1, � = 0.5,↵ = ⇡/4, ✓1 = 2, ✓2 = 0.5. The covariance
of p(x) was finally defined as ⌃0 = A�2, where,

A = Ã+ p
5X

i=1

�iI,(SM35)

= Ã+ pM.(SM36)

where Ã is a differential operator of the form �r · (✓r) + �I and p is a penalization
parameter, which was set to p = 10.

The mean of the nominal PDF p(x), x0, was set to be the solution of the following
regularized least squares problem

x0 = argmin
x

=
1

2
hx,xiÃ +

p

2
hxtrue � x,xtrue � xiM.(SM37)

The nominal distribution p(x) is then defined to be N (x0,⌃0) and Y = [0.6, 0.7].

SM2.7. Periodic map. In this case the input-output map is defined to be:

f(x) = sin(x1) cos(x2).(SM38)

SM2.8. Implementation. Again, p(x) is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution with mean
x0 and covariance ⌃0, where x0 = (1, 1)T and ⌃0 = I. We chose Y = [0.4, 0.6]. The MAP
point was computed using MATLAB’s fminunc routine.

SM3. Results. Here we report the probability estimates corresponding to Figure 9.
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Table SM2: Single step reaction

N MC BIMC, n=1 BIMC, n=5 BIMC, n=10 BIMC, n=25

10 0 · 100 1.7227 · 10�2 2.5837 · 10�2 3.8965 · 10�2 2.2064 · 10�2

100 5 · 10�2 2.2673 · 10�2 2.0598 · 10�2 2.0679 · 10�2 1.9208 · 10�2

1,000 1.5 · 10�2 2.2675 · 10�2 2.2016 · 10�2 2.3448 · 10�2 2.2505 · 10�2

10,000 2.49 · 10�2 2.3091 · 10�2 2.3294 · 10�2 2.3089 · 10�2 2.3093 · 10�2

1 · 105 2.417 · 10�2 2.3032 · 10�2 2.3011 · 10�2 2.3090 · 10�2 2.3127 · 10�2

1 · 106 2.3121 · 10�2 2.3034 · 10�2 2.3033 · 10�2 2.3010 · 10�2 2.3040 · 10�2

Table SM3: Autoignition

N MC BIMC, n=1 BIMC, n=5 BIMC, n=10 BIMC, n=25

10 0 · 100 3.7632 · 10�2 3.8167 · 10�2 3.0462 · 10�2 2.7556 · 10�2

100 6 · 10�2 3.4138 · 10�2 3.1870 · 10�2 3.0651 · 10�2 3.0507 · 10�2

1,000 4.1 · 10�2 3.2459 · 10�2 3.2642 · 10�2 3.2349 · 10�2 3.3389 · 10�2

10,000 3.24 · 10�2 3.2382 · 10�2 3.2430 · 10�2 3.2464 · 10�2 3.2586 · 10�2

Table SM4: Lorenz, tf = 0.1s

N MC BIMC, n=1 BIMC, n=5 BIMC, n=10 BIMC, n=25

10 1 · 10�1 3.3462 · 10�2 2.1451 · 10�2 3.2064 · 10�2 4.3372 · 10�2

100 2 · 10�2 3.2753 · 10�2 3.2673 · 10�2 3.0035 · 10�2 3.1618 · 10�2

1,000 3.1 · 10�2 3.3606 · 10�2 3.2297 · 10�2 3.2493 · 10�2 3.3008 · 10�2

10,000 3.25 · 10�2 3.2906 · 10�2 3.3250 · 10�2 3.3020 · 10�2 3.2456 · 10�2

1 · 105 3.402 · 10�2 3.2853 · 10�2 3.3004 · 10�2 3.2878 · 10�2 3.2969 · 10�2

Table SM5: Elliptic PDE

N MC BIMC, n=1 BIMC, n=5 BIMC, n=10 BIMC, n=25

100 0 · 100 3.8350 · 10�4 3.5502 · 10�4 4.6057 · 10�4 4.3995 · 10�4

1,000 0 · 100 3.6220 · 10�4 4.1600 · 10�4 3.8300 · 10�4 3.8608 · 10�4

10,000 6 · 10�4 3.8517 · 10�4 3.8503 · 10�4 3.8666 · 10�4 3.8213 · 10�4

1 · 105 4.3 · 10�4 3.9141 · 10�4 3.9097 · 10�4 3.9021 · 10�4 3.8937 · 10�4
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